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Health Facility Project Name

St. Vincent’s University Hospital - New Clinical Block

Country

Ireland

Location

Elm Park
Dublin 4
Ireland

Population served

St. Vincent’s is a large teaching hospital servicing the South Eastern
area of Dublin. It is also a National Referral Centre for a number of
sub specialities.

Type of healthcare facility

500 Bed Acute University Teaching Hospital - Main Clinical Block

Type of construction

New Build in the form of an extension to an existing 1970’s
hospital.

Construction start date

November 2002

Construction completion date February 2005

Gross floor area

15,000m2

Project, design and
construction cost

Euro 202 million

Cost per m2

Euro 3,300 - 4,300 (2001 Costs)

Total bed numbers

500 bed in the existing Hospital to which the Clinical block is an
extension This project did not include in patient ward
accommodation.

Departmental information

The principle elements of the building are eight new operating
theatres, a theatre sterile services unit, intensive care unit,
pathology laboratories, radiology and diagnostic imaging services,
ambulatory day care centre with two day theatres, consulting
rooms and a new accident and emergency department. Support
facilities include a patient education unit, coffee docks, shops,
conferencing accommodation, outdoor landscaped courtyard and a
140 space basement car park. The building links to the existing
hospital on each floor by means of two spinal links. The project also
provided a new mortuary building, pharmacy, an Acute Psychiatric
Unit, a two storey car park as well as site enabling works.

Client/owner
.

St. Vincent’s University Hospital St.
Elm park
Dublin 4

Main Hospital Phone Number 01 221 4000
Fax: +353 (0)1 221 4001
feedback@st-vincents.ie
Capital procurement route

Essentially publicly funded with a small element of client funding
for auxiliary facilities.

Architects

Scott Tallon Walker Architects ( With YRM Architects)
info@stwarchitects.com

Contractor

Michael McNamara & Co

Services

St. Vincent's University Hospital is a major academic teaching
hospital. We provide a front line emergency service and
national/regional medical care at inpatient and outpatient level. St.
Vincent's University Hospital provides in excess of forty medical
specialities. The hospital has 500 in-patient beds, incorporating 7day, 5-day and day care options. St Vincent's University Hospital is a
health promoting hospital. Education and research are major
components of the philosophy of St. Vincent's University Hospital.
Facilities are provided for the academic and clinical training of
medical students, nurses, laboratory technicians, research
scientists, physiotherapists, occupational therapists, radiographers,
medical social workers, dieticians and speech therapists.

Key facts

ARCHITECT’S COMMENTS
The new 15,000 m2 clinical building, which is the centrepiece of the
St. Vincent’s University Hospital Redevelopment, is located to the
north of, and connected to, the existing main hospital block on the
Elm Park hospital campus.
The principle elements of the building are eight new operating
theatres, a theatre sterile services unit, intensive care unit,
pathology laboratories, radiology and diagnostic imaging services,
ambulatory day care centre with two day theatres, consulting
rooms and a new accident and emergency department. Support
facilities include a patient education unit, coffee docks, shops,
conferencing accommodation, outdoor landscaped courtyard and a
140 space basement car park. The building links to the existing
hospital on each floor by means of two spinal links.
The key challenge in the design of the building was to move away
from the traditional institutional approach to hospital design and
create an environment that is dignified and appropriate to the level
of service provided.
The central atrium around which all the accommodation is planned
is a light filled oasis of calm. Way finding in the building is clear and
unambiguous avoiding long internal corridors for patients and
visitors.
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The facades express the planning grid of the building and at the
same time mediate between the need for durable finishes and the
softer more human finishes at ground level.
CLIENT’S COMMENTS
The main clinical building recently completed on our campus has
been designed to accommodate the renewal of all the major
treatment and diagnostic areas of the hospital. A new Ambulatory
Day Care Centre is also provided which will enable us to provide a
“one stop shop", same day service to our patients.
The architect was challenged in the brief not only to take into
consideration the specific requirements of such a hi-tech clinical
building, but also to meet the Health & Safety and Infection Control
requirements for both patients and staff. We also asked for a
building which did not have the appearance inwardly and externally
of an institutional facility. Particular attention was to be given to
providing as much natural light as possible and a high degree of
visual observation.
The architects have successfully met the criteria set down by our
user groups and they have done this with a very imaginative design
solution.
Technically, the building employs total integrated BMS and ITC
systems, which include PACS (Picture Archiving Computer System),
RIS (Radiology Information System) and HIS (Hospital Information
System), all with pathway access into existing hospital wide
systems. A complex pneumatic tube communications system
connects all departments.
The feedback from our user groups and those staff who will occupy
the building has been very positive with regards to providing an
environment, which will contribute to improving the standard of
care for our patients.
We and the user groups are delighted with the end result and the
architect and design team are to be congratulated on their design
and the contractors on the high standard of finish obtained.
ACCESSIBILITY
The very nature of a hospital building requires that accessibility be
addressed by employing the principles of universal and inclusive
design from the beginning.
Careful attention has been paid to the total fabric of the
environment, from the gently ramped approach to the main
entrance and the central atrium to the importance of way finding in
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the building being clear and unambiguous. Aspects given special
attention are the bathrooms, use of hold open and automatic doors
when practical, use of colour coding for floor levels combining with
a simple yet effective signage system. These help to make the
building understandable and place more emphasis on user centred
design by following an holistic approach aiming to accommodate
the needs of people of all ages, sizes and abilities beyond the
obvious requirements of a hospital environment.
The following are an indication of the measures taken to ensure
accessibility for all.
 Level entrance with slow revolving automatic doors.
 Level Atrium space linking to the existing hospital buildings via
gentle ramps.
 Removal of matt wells at entrances
 Disabled car spaces in basement car park with easy access to
main reception.
 Generous circulation on all floors with fire doors on hold open
devices.
 Lift access to all floors, with audio floor referencing.
 Accessible staff changing & showering facilities.
 All doors throughout wide enough for wheelchair users.
 Dedicated Disabled Toilets and shower areas.
 Clear signage.
SUSTAINABILITY
Sustainability involves changing the way in which we live to protect
the environment for future generations thus ensuring that they
enjoy the same quality of life as we do now.
Environmental:
The main steps taken by the design team to enhance the
environmental sustainability include but are not limited to the
following:











The hospital is provided with a natural gas combined heat &
power unit, which provides on site electrical generation while
ensuring that the thermal by-products of this process are
utilised to the full.
The natural gas boilers utilise condensing technology.
Air handling units have been fitted with either heat
recuperation units or mixing sections where practical.
In general non-clinical rooms are designed to be naturally
ventilated to the perimeter. The naturally ventilated atrium
provides cooling during the summer and passive solar gain in
winter.
The basement car park is naturally ventilated.
Efficient high frequency lighting technology.
Choice of low maintenance natural materials where possible.
Choice of sustainable materials where possible such as cedar
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and oak.
Social:



The development includes a generous provision for cyclists to
encourage an environmentally friendly alternative to the car.
The natural surroundings and views have been have been fully
utilised.
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External View Facing North of Main Clinical Building
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Planning and Circulation Diagram
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Main Atrium Space
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Main Atrium
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Emergency Department
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